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Wow tauren druid lore

Use the form below to see the screenshot. Screenshots containing UI elements are generally rejected from view, and so are screenshots from the Model Viewer and character selection screen. The higher the quality, the better! + ———————————————— + INTRODUCTION +———————————————— + through my long experience in
role-playing in WoW, it is for a person to be personally attached to that race and have a desire to play them, or not know how to draw such characters in the game It is remarkable that some races are often chosen more than others. One such race is Tauren. Without an effective history and lore background, it's hard for many people to try to role-play these
creatures. Tauren's lore literally forgot the game during the creation of Warcraft. But I like to think this is not blizzard's fault. Instead, I look as if Tauren has forgotten most of their history over time. After all, there is no record of Tauren written in history, because all of their legends have been passed down from Tauren to another torren through legends and
myths. Unfortunately, that's all we have to go for, but this will make most of their lore inaccurate. Tauren poses as a race that is difficult to draw due to lack of knowledge of the general public, it is definitely possible to play a good role from among them. Many people say that Tauren's lore literally doesn't exist, but I can say it's not. We hope that this guide will
help many current or future Tauren role players better understand the likes of Tauren people and thereby improve Tauren's skills as a roll player. (This guide was written back in 2009 and I'm working on updating it to a cataclysmic change.) At that time, lore information is provided, and as a result, this guide is a little out of date. +
————————————————+ Contents +————————————————+ Ancient History and Myth Wars New Horde Personality Appearance Cultural Faith Language Hierarchy and Title Name Tribe and Clanloa Class Racial Relations Occupation Alignment Credit +————————————————+ History and Myths +
———————————————— + Tauren It has a long and complex oral tradition that has been passed down through generations. The accuracy of their stories is unknown because they are rarely written in Tauren's history. In any case, many of their stories provide only a known account for some happenings in history, so these stories must be seen as
having at least some credibility. Tauren RacesLike the erphs of the night (there is a debate between two races that were first disciples of Senalius), if not old, they have a strong upset in the spirit of nature and element. Therefore, their society is mainly based on shamanism. They live to serve nature and maintain a delicate balance between the wild of the land
and the calm spirit of the elements. In addition, the Elements of Druidism, taught by Senalius and forgotten for thousands of years, have recently been reintained in Tauren society to further emphasize service to nature. In particular, the existence of a description of Sinalius before he was known to the erph (the War of the Ancients tried to refer to the night elf
that Senarius believes to be a bedtime story before becoming an ally with him during the war), has been confirmed to be accurate by other sources, shows that Tauren was already a civilized presence of Karimdor. In particular, the birth of Senalius is covered, its version has been confirmed by the Elf Myth of the Night, and has also been confirmed in Richard
A. Knuck's book Sanding. Tauren's ancestors live deep in emerald dreams. The mist of dawn before the age of memory, the gentle earth mother breathed into the golden mist of dawn. When the scarlet clouds began to rest, there was an endless field of flowing wheat and barley. This was the basin of her work -- a great basket of life and hope. The eyes of the
mother of the earth shon in the land where she breathed into creation. Her right eye, Anche (sun), gave warmth and light to the land. Her left eye, Musha (Moon), gave peace and sleep to the stirring creatures of dawn. It was the power of her gaze, so the mother of the earth closed her eyes to dream of every turn in the sky. Thus, her dear gaze turned into day
at night for the first dawn of the world. While the right eye was shining at the golden dawn, the calm hand of the earth spread to the golden plain. Wherever the shadow of her arm passed, the rich soil resulted in noble people. Shhror (Taren) was born to give thanks and prayers to their dear mother. There, in the endless field of dawn, the children of the earth
swore themselves to her grace and vowed to bless her name until the last darkness of the world. As the children of the earth walked around the fields of dawn, they became dark whispers from deep in the world. Whispers told children of the art of war and deception. Many of the shuhra fell under the shaking of the shadows and accepted the way of malice and
wicked. They stared at the pure brothers and left their innocence to drift into the plains. The mother of the earth, heavy in the plight of her children, her heart could not bear to see them fall from grace. Inchessadness, she set to tear her eyes and rotate across the endless starry sky. Anche and Musha could only chase each other's faint brilliance into the sky to
ease the grief of others. Twins still chase each other at every turn in the world. invisible, but the mother of the earth could not be out of the world of her heart for a long time. She listened to the wind and listened to every thing that happened across the fields of dawn. Her great heart was always with her children -- and her dear wisdom never ran away from
them. With a white stag and the moon in the brave heart of her pure children, the mother of the earth placed the love of hunting. was barbaric and fierce for the creatures of the first dawn. They hid from the mother of the earth and found a shadow and consolation in the wild place of the land. Shhred hunted these beasts in the place where they could be found
and domesticed them with the blessings of the earth. But one great spirit eliminated them. Aparo was a proud stag of Snow White's fur. His horn sc% @d roof and his mighty bees stamped deep in the world. Shuhalo hunted Aparo in the corner of the dawn world and closed it to snare the proud stag beetle. In search of escape, a big stag beetle jumped into the
sky. But as his escape seemed to be guaranteed, his oversused horns intertwined with the stars holding him fast. He had a hard time kicking, but Aparo could not lose himself from heaven. Then Musha found him chasing her brother Anche towards dawn. Musha saw a wagagata when he struggled and immediately fell in love with him. The wise moon
negotiated with a big stag - if he loves her and ends her loneliness, she will free him from the star snare. Musha loved Aparo and got pregnant with a child by him. Some demi gods claim that the child was born in the shadow forest of the night. He is called Sinalius and wakes up and walks the starry way between the world and the kingdom of heaven. The Lord
of the Forest and the first Druid eventually grew into the height of his proud father, Senalius, a child. Brothers on both the trees and the stars, the great hunter walked around the far place of the world, singing a harmonious song of dawn. All living things bowed before his grace and beauty - there was no such cunning thing as the son of the moon and the white
stag beetle. In the end, Senalius became friends with Schhalle and talked to them about the world. The children of the earth knew him as a brother and vowed to help him take care of the field of life and the favorite creatures of their great Earth mother. Senrius taught the children of the earth to talk to trees and plants. Schhalor became Druid and worked a
great act of magic to nurse the land to health. For many generations, Schhalon hunted with Sinalius and kept the world safe.It was stirred under it. Hatred for centaurs As the mist of dawn faded and the age of memory progressed, Demi god, Sinalius, went his way through the fields of the world. Schhalor was saddened by his death and forgot many of the
Druidism he taught them. As generations passed, they forgot how to talk to wild things in trees and land. Dark whispers drifted in my ears again from deep in the world. The children of the earth concluded the evil whispering, but a terrible curse struck their roaming tribe. A horde of murdering creatures came from the black land of the west - Centaur. The
canned food and the desolate Centaur fell into the shuhra like a plague. The brave and the hunter fighted in the heart with the blessing of the earth, but the Centaur could not lose. Schhalhalt left his ancestors' things behind and was forced to walk forever as a nomad on the never-to-be plains. Someday hope returned, and the scattered tribes of Shuhalo were
made to find a new home under the arms of Earth Mother's beloved. +————————————————+ ancient wars + ————————————————+ main timelines, Tauren did not participate in the battle against the wars of the ancients, the first demonic invasions of about 10,000 years ago. But in the changing history created by the intervention
of Krasas and his companions, they were convinced to join the alliance against the legions burning by dragon mage. Erph Commander Desdel Stareye on an exhaustive night refused to use Tauren for their ability, namely heavy melee fighters, because they were clearly more likely to kill the night erphs and soil like demons. They were led to Harun High
Mountain. After the commander's tragic loss, Tauren was reddered to extreme effectiveness by his successor Jarrod Shadowson. Tauren survived the war and maintained a pretty good or at least cordial relationship with sentinel. Sentinel is an elite group of Knight Elven warriors and hunters who defend the hometown of Darnassus and its people. They
remain as armies of Darnassus and can be seen throughout almost every night Elben town and city. As mentioned above, some taurens have a good relationship with sentinel and allow for more role-playing ideas. +————————————————+ THE NEW HRODE +————————————————+ For countless generations after the war,
Tauren walked around the barren plains hunting for a powerful drumming, seeking the wisdom of the eternal goddess Earth Mother. The city of their tents was scattered in the landscape and changed with the seasons and weather. Wandering tribes united only by common hatred for themEnemies, intimidating centaurs. Endangered Chief Cain Bradhoff turned
to a strange green-skinned warrior from above the sea desperately for help. Kean soon became friends with Warchief Slal and other orcs and recognized that they shared their honor and love of fighting. For their part, the oak and dark spear trolls that make up the hordes have found much in common with Tauren. Each of these races wanted to achieve a
more shamanist culture, and Tauren, who had long been familiar with spiritual and natural traditions, was well prepared to provide advice and support for up-and-down shamanism in hordes. With oak's help, Kean and his Bloodhoff tribe were able to drive the Centaurs back and claim the Margoa grasslands for themses. For thousands of years, Tauren had a
land he called himself. With this alone, they were forever indebted to their fruitstone allies. On top of mesa blown by the wind of Thunder Bluff, Kean built a shelter for his people. Over time, the scattered Taurens united under the control of Cian. There are only a few tribes that have different opinions about the direction their new country should take, but I
agree that Kean is the wisest and most suitable person to lead them into the future. Arch druid Hamul Runetotem and elder Krane Magasa Gritotem help the wudrey Kean in his race-dominating mission. Tauren regained their land and fighted with the hordes, but not all of them were peaceful. The Grim totems attempt to overthrow his leadership and try to
take control of Khean to this day. At the same time, the Emerald Dream, which is an area of green dragon flight, is contaminated with strange evil. The Marflion Stormage is trapped inside, and the green dragon acts strangely when it attacks all people passing by. Elf and Taurendloid are studying these events because the Emerald Dream, home to Isela the
Dreamer (Green Aspect), must be kept safe. The idea that Tauren lived in a tent city suggests that Tauren is a tough race, allowing him to survive in harsh climatic conditions without much shelter or protection. Typical Tauren houses/tents are most likely filled with animal skins and hideouts for blankets and clothing, and many other animal parts used to make
their products (necklaces and charms, animal hoes for bowls, etc.). Some of the animals that were hunted did not go to waste. +————————————————+ Personality +———————————————— + Karim d'Or Plains have been home to these tremendous nomads for a long time. Tauren is a race of shamans, hunters and warriors who
developed complex cultures and systems of life long ago without the help of stone, steel and conquest. This is not to say that Tauren is a pacifist race, but when they are angry, they are competentretaliate with a quick and decisive atrocities. Tauren, in short, is stoic and embodies a strong and quiet type with their quiet contempl. This combination of insinuous
air and huge size allows many to understand why Tauren is regarded as a wise and dangerous race. Tauren seldom speaks unless there is a real reason to prefer to act rather than speak. But when Tauren learns to interact with his friends, there seems to be a more open and enthusiastic exchange of words. Tauren is slowly warm to non-Tauren, so they
usually seem silent and sometimes bloding. If anything, a person could attributt Tauren's silence to a recent dispute. Tauren has no love for bloodshed because their deep spiritual beliefs do not have a place for war. Tribal elders may solve most problems, or the two Taurens may resolve conflicts with duel-like ritual challenges. The insinustive race, which has
become a member of the horde, has become increasingly involved in conflicts and is in demand for Tauren warriors and healers. Many people have to spend time put big thoughts on the actions they do in the field of fighting. Taking another life, whether human or beast, is an act of great significance and responsibility for Tauren. Every Tauren has some
respect for life, but to what extent it's up to you. Some Tauren (especially Shaman, Hunter, Druid) have great sympathy for all living things, but classes accustomed to more combat like warriors may not be so sympathetic. At one level, your Tauren should feel for life. +———————————————— + Appearance + ———————————————— +
Tauren is a big muscle humanoid with a bull-like head. The average height of a man is 7 1/2 feet and 400 pounds, and the female is usually a little short and light. Tauren is primarily a muscle, with an incredibly developed physique and a rough frame that is most suitable for combat. Soft, downey fur (usually fairly short) covers Tauren's body with mane, arm
length, and snains that grow along the head and neck. Tauren men and women almost always wear long hair and men prefer braids over other styles. Coloring varies from black to blonde, and even white, or spotted and morra pelt with a range of different colors. They each have three fingers in their hands. Horns are most pronounced in men, but all taurens
have horns. Taulen is dressed in natural clothes - leather and leather, and some cloth. They design fine trintaists of ivory, bones and axe and admire jewelry. Make bracelets and necklaces from these materials and sometimes decorate horns and locks with a beautiful display of artistry. For example, what you bring to a role-play character is the length of the
corner. For RP reasons, the userTheir women have short corners and men have the largest possible horns. In normal areas, you may not consider these aspects, but it's definitely more effective in role play. However, this does not mean that every woman must have a short angle and all men must have a long corner, but if you want to draw a realistic Torren,
or perhaps you need to consider something different from his brother (e.g., your man was made a lot of money about having a short corner). The same is true for size and weight. (Generally, bull cows have larger horns and are heavier than cows.) This is the way genetics work) and hairstyles usually seem to be braided long in most taurines, but this is not a
requirement. For example, a class of fighters, such as warriors and hunters, may decide to trim their hair short because they don't want their long hair to get in the way while engaged in combat or war. Such a small thing makes your character believe more. +————————————————+ CULTURE +———————————————— + Tauren's
early history is recorded in a series of myths (see: History and Mythology). They record the period from the creation of the earth to the appearance of the Centaur, and talk about the creation of Tauren by Earth Mother, the study of Druidism under Senalius, and the emergence of centaurs. The noble Tauren is peaceful in nature, but the rituals of the Great
Hunt are worshipped as the center of their spiritual culture. All Tauren, warriors or otherwise, seek identity as a hunter, and as a child of the mother of the earth. Tauren will try to prove their bravery by setting himself up against wild creatures, young or not. Despite killing animals, Tauren is taught to waste what he was given by nature and return what they
can. They learn the fine balance that exists in nature, and if they honor the mother of the earth, she learns to bless them in return. Despite its huge size and brute strength, the very peaceful Tauren nurtures a quiet tribal society. But excited by the conflict, Taulen is an impeccable enemy who uses ounces of their strength to crush the enemy under the hoes.
They are noble and proud, and have never succumbed to their enemies despite great adversity in the past. Like oak, Tauren is now struggling to maintain a sense of tradition and noble identity. In a growing and aging world, Tauren feels that it is difficult to maintain a sense of tradition. Some traditions and lifestyles are lost as they continue to mingle with other
races. Tauren you play is sitting on one side of the fence, or on top. He may have given up his traditional beliefs to adapt to the constantly changing world, and he could be conservative against allHolds a traditional belief. He may be lost sitting on a zeros fence, confusing his position. Perhaps he has beliefs in the old way and wants to continue this path, but
he finds it difficult to do so in this new world. He may have there to adopt some of these changes in his lifestyle. For more information, see ALIGNMENT. For +————————————————+ FAITH +———————————————— + Tauren, nature is the mother of the world and their faith retains a tone that resonates deeply in their hearts. Tauren
is connected to the flow of the world. They worship the spirits and ancestors of the land and turn to these spirits for wisdom and guidance. This connection appears in a deep animism culture in which Druid and Shaman stand side by side with warriors and hunters. Tauren has not seen the separation between the worship and hunting of nature. Hunting is to
respect the spirits of nature. Animals killed during hunting will be commended by hunters. +———————————————— +LANGUAGES+————————————————+Tauren speaks Tauahe and Ochsh. Tauren tends to learn languages for trade and idea exchange. If Tauren is interested in trading and sharing ideas and opinions, you can
learn other languages if you meet other races along the way. +————————————————+ hierarchy and title +———————————————— + Tauren has a mental hierarchy structure. The most talented and powerful shaman traditionally holds a position of power, but domination is not limited to spellcasters. Sherman interprets the voice of
the mother of the earth and the wishes of his ancestors. Sometimes these interpretations lead to the rise of tribal hunters and warriors. So is the current chief, Kean Bradhoff. Tribal leaders use the titles Chief or Chief Ten.. The three most powerful healers in the tribe support the chief, and the most powerful of them take the title seeer. The chief generally
consults his show house and her two co-people before making a decision, but this consultation is not necessary. The United Tauren leader, Kean Bradhoff, has recently used the title Chief Ten. During the council meeting, the chief will make recommendations to the chief, but again the final decision will be made only by the chief. Chief, Chieftain, and Look are
genderless titles. An elderly female shaman sometimes take the title of Krone or El Dark Rose and others use it as a sign of respect. +————————————————+ NAMES +———————————————— + Tauren languages often sound severely low and are reflected in their namesTauren's last name is usually the name of a seedling that has
been passed down throughout the generation. However, if Tauren did an act that impressed the elders of the tribe, he may choose to give his last name to commemorate the action. They receive a name at birth and receive another name during a ceremony to celebrate reaching adulthood. This adult name describes some events and some notable individual
features in their lives: for example, Black Hyde, Earthbone, Half Horn, HighMaker, RiverWatcher, Sker, Split Hoov, Storm Chaser, or Windrunner. Tauren can also get the third name he uses when dealing with outsiders. Male names: Azok, Bron, Tulock, Garadon, Fulon, Jedek. Women's names: Argo, Serga, Bessie, Berna, Halfa. Family Name: Dark Thorne,
Thunderhoff, Stormhorn, Kill Splitter, Stone Breaker, Planes Stalker, Spirit Walker. There is no way to choose a real name for your Tauren. I am loosely based on all Tauren names, apart from various Native American names and tribes, because Tauren's names are generally similar. If you are trying to create your own name from a class, try sticking to hard
tones such as T, K, G, R, D, L. +————————————————+ Tribes and CLANS +———————————————— + BloodHuff - The BloodHuff tribe of Kean Bloodhoff is the main Tauren tribe in the hordes. Grim totem – The Grimtotem people do not want to participate in hordes of unknown reasons. They are rumored to have good contact with
Skovege and Forsaken. Mist Runner - The Mist Runners are dedicated to the Road of Derdith to heal the earth and relieve the earth's suffering. Ragetotem - The Raggy Totem tribe is home to some of the most fierce warriors and top-of-the-line blacksmiths in Tauren. Renettem - The Renetems recently rediscovered Druid's method. Sky Chaser - The Sky
Chasers are the spiritual leaders of the Taurenshaman. The Stone Hoov-Stonehoffs have their people in every corner of Tauren society.Thunderhorn-Thunderhorns are home to some of the greatest hunters in Tauren. WinterHuff - The Winterhoffs represent some of the biggest herbalist and alchemist Tauren has to offer. Other Tauren tribes are: Krafufu,
CloudMane, Dark Mane, Eagle Talon, Ice Mist (Townka?) Long Stride, Autowind, Rain call, Rivermane, Storm Singer, Strong Bash, Swiftwind, White Cloud, Wild Runner, Young Houf. These are just a few of the common Tauren clans found in A zeros. You can join one or create your own for more independence and freedom. If selected, note the
following:Create your own clan and remember that you are responsible for the lifestyle and personality of your entire tribe. Don't forget to loosely base your clan from the most common Tauren traditions and lifestyles. +————————————————+LORE CLASSES+————————————————+Tauren characters can be played as Druids,
Hunters, Shamans, Warriors, Paladins, priests, or Knights of Death. Previously, Tauren was the only horde race that could play as a druid until trolls were added in the Catalan release. Taurendloid can run in the form of a cat, but for both philosophical and anatomical reasons, it is generally not dishonorable. But the Grimtoms of the Rebels own a class of
rogue magicians. Note: If you choose to play Tauren on behalf of the Grimtotems (achieving titles such as Rogues and Sorcerers), it is still impossible to take on the role of an illegal class unless you simply think of it as a title. For example, even warriors and hunters specialize in assassinations, so assume the title injustice. The same rules apply to Sorcerers.
You can't be a mage, but as you say the title, you can assume Druid or Sherman (spellcaster). Tauren Lore Class Taulen Chieftain Spirit Spirit Champion Wilderness Stalker Petshifter Holy Stride Taulen Chieftan the Tauren Chief, or Tauren Chief, is a warrior of Elder Tauren, who leads tribes not only in daily life but also in battle. Ritually decked in the ancient
totem of their tribe, the chief favors the honor and simplicity of Tauren culture. Excited by the fight, the Giant Chiefs employ a huge warblade that can tear a solid tree with one wringing swipe. The Chiefs are fascinated by Orcs, especially young leaders Sral. The Chiefs see the opportunity to help Orcs return to their traditional roots by providing powerful
examples of honor and courage through all Tauren warriors. Tauren's chief has impressive combat skills combined with knowledge of tactics, geography and current affairs. Tauren Chieften knows where the alliance is strongest and where they are likely to collapse. He also knows where to stage a large fight and where to work for a small ambush. Tauren
Chieften's ability and wisdom inspire his army. It is not known whether all chiefs practice shamanism, but Kean Bradhoff is known to practice it. Spirit Walker Spirit Walker (also known as Spirit Walker) has a strong connection to the legacy of Tauren's ancestors. These champions of the spirit, who can channel the heroes of ancient Tauren, are valued in The
Tauren society for the wisdom and history they carry into them. Tauren is also afraid of the Spirit Walker as a powerful sign for next year. A lot of this powerful raceFeeling uneasy, Spirit Walker is still respected by his brothers. Tauren's ancestors live deep in emerald dreams. The airplane's energy changes the Spirit Walker's Pelt to pure white over time (but
some are born with white pelts and are destined to follow the path of the spirit). The ancient eyes of the Spirit Walker are shining with the light of a thousand souls. His body is a conduit from the ship, the land of the dead, to the living land. Through him, the power and knowledge of his tribal ancestors, both drunk and confused, are in a hurry. If he proves
strong enough to bear the weight of so many souls, the spirit walker will shake the power of countless hearts. Spirit Champion Spirit Champion is a great warrior who accepts spirit to assist him in his fight. He strengthens spiritual connections, strengthens arms, and speeds up his mind until he can feel the spirit flowing through his body and thoughts.
Whispered fragments give insight into the battle as your ancestors speak of how to overcome all enemies. The spirit champion will stop fighting for his own reasons. He will fight to respect the spirits and advance their wishes. Often these wishes are in line with his own, but sometimes the spirit champion steps out on the road for reasons unclear to him. He
faithfully trusts the spirit to do so and point him in the right direction. Spirit Champion is a deadly melee fighter. His spiritual nature strengthens his mind in a way that most warriors ignore. Insight gives him speed and accuracy, and he can call the native spirit to lend him help. He is a meditating warrior and is likely to silently raise his sword or totem and
meditate on the dawn before walking quietly into battle. Spirit champions rely on spirits to protect them through insight and wisdom as well as direct intervention. Wearing heavy armor is insulting them. They focus on the mind, and in their focus they can transcend physical limits. The spirit provides him with instinctive insights to protect the spirit champion and
avoid blows. He swings up his weapon, really steps sideways without knowing why, and a moment later he is hit by an invisible source. The spirit of the ancestor whispers in the mind of the spirit champion. Many of these ancestors are the great warriors, perhaps the spirit champions of their day, because the Spirit Champion is the presence of combat. They
talk about maneuvers and tactics, feints and clipping blows, and their whispers bypass the usual means of understanding and bleed into the subconscious of the Spirit Champion. Spirit Champions will meditate especially before the battle. I prefer quiet natural beauty places such as mountain peaks and forest glazings, but I can meditate anywhere as long as
I'm not disturbed. They use this time to renew their bonds with spirits and focus themselves on lying workThe spirit champion's mind is peaceful and difficult to disturb. A skilled spirit champion can enter his weapon and demand a certain spirit to lend their anger to his strike. Experienced spirit champions can contact the spirits and ask their questions. Spirits
usually answer, but often do so in a puzzling way, which means improving a mental champion or revealing to him something about yourself. A highly skilled spirit champion has such an understanding of the spirit and he has established such a strong relationship with them, having both the ability and authority to combine them to a small degree. The Spirit



Champion can turn himself and everything he carries his body. He will remain in the body until he chooses to finish this effect or the amount of time that depends on the skill of the spirit champion. Note: In general, the only warrior could be the Spirit Champion. But it could be the road taken by the melee sherman. Wilderness Stalker Wilderness Stalker uses
stealth to slip invisible in the woods and sneak near her prey. Born out of instinct between ancient Tauren and Trolls, wilderness stalking methods are a set of skills passed from one generation to another and occasional allies (such as hordes of oaks). Moknatar has also developed a technology to become a wilderness stalker - claiming the wild of A zeros and
becoming a true people of the land. Wilderness Stalker highlights the bonds with the world around her as well as the weapons thrown at her. Their allied opponent, Elven Ranger, may be guardians and hunters as well, but Wilderness Stalker is a true creature in the wild. They learn how to learn on top of the terrain they fight and use the environment to their
best advantage. No one can match the wilderness stalker for her ability to survive in harsh environments. Wilderness stalkers claim that the land speaks to them, assists them in hunting and protects them. Wilderness stalkers are better at closing prey they don't notice, but many wilderness stalkers are also skilled at throwing weapons at Bolt's targets because
she knows that prey occasionally feels her before they get within reach. Wilderness stalkers can travel through all kinds of non-magical underglows (natural terns, briars, overgrown areas, and other similar terrains) at normal speeds without being damaged or suffered in any other way. A stalker in the wilderness gains the ability to cast a few divine spells.
Wilderness stalkers call the spirits of the land and nature to help them. Their spells deal with hunting and survive in nature. After a while, the wilderness stalker can learn the language of the animals and trees around her and talk with any animal or plant. A wilderness stalker learns to become one with the world around her and blend into it.Stalkers learn how to
call a tree spirit for help in battle. A highly skilled wilderness stalker can move through the forest to fight for her. Note: Wilderness stalkers are mainly hunters and rogues, but Sherman and Druid are also known to be on this path, but every class can take on this title. The plaguer [following the next post] A few troops ravaged the world as badly as the plague.
Magic is partly responsible, but the plague of Roldaeron is a testament to the devastation that disease brings to the world. While others forever mourn their dead and depict themselves as the only victims of the plague of the times, the stoic race of hordes soldiers accepts the misfortunes of life without feeling the need to complain. Unlike others, the wise race
of hordes realized that the plague must fight intelligently and skillfully, not through the stroke of a wild sword, but through knowledge. After long careful deliberations, hordes formed a new order of Druid, a plague sifter who was charged with bringing back plague land and other affected areas for hordes. Plaguer typically plays a professional role taken by
Taurendroid, who is willing to walk far away from Karim d'Or. In order to become a plague th transitionor, you are at risk of being exposed to the most deadly diseases and poisons, and you must learn to master them. It's a dangerous profession, but just as sharp steel mastery has its rewards, so is victory over the most insidious enemies of nature. The body
and mind of the plaguer are strong enough to resist the effects of poison, disease and similar effects. Plaguer can recognize any natural or magical disease. The mysterious power of the plaguer protects her not only from disease but also from the creatures that carry them. The plaguer attracts four stones and can be placed in a square to protect the area from
harm. All pests can not enter the area, as well as natural diseases are also prohibited. All sick creatures in the area do not spread their diseases and also they are not affected by the disease. As long as the plaguer cares about leaving the stones in place, the effect persists and no other effect or creature can move them. Plaguer can summon creatures to their
aid. They can summon strange creatures called white hounds who can understand the speech of the plaguer and follow their abilities to the fullest. White hounds can be healed with touch, and their bites release the magic of God. They can also summon water elements. Elements must stay in fresh water and can't adventure far away from where it was
summoned. All waters near the element are freed from corruption and disease, released, and even purified by contaminated filth in the eastern plagueland. The element remains up to the plaguer.That. The water can be contaminated again. Plaguer may plant a magical garden that will create incredible blessings of fruits, grains and nuts. Even the usual pre-
meal creatures can be satisfied to eat from this garden. No matter the plague, brightness or frost, the harvest can't be reduced. But fire (or flooded with dirty water) will destroy the garden. The plaguer can purify food and drinks as much as they like spells. Plaguer can be infected with low grade fever, short duration to touch the creature and put it in the
Berserker state. Note: Most often with the plaguer, Druid is not, but the shaman may also play this role. Orkshaman has worked with many Tauren as a plaguer. St. Striders Nomad Tauren gave the world the first holy strider. Always on the move, Tauren had to be able to get back quickly and far ahead of trusted scouts. If they ran into trouble, they had to talk
about how to get out of things, fight their way, or just run and hide and take care of themselves. The Holy Strider tapped into the world's readily available energy and began to take advantage of its magic to aid their travels. Now, Tauren has its own fully strengthened homeland and capital, but holy striders still find themselves in high demand as messengers,
diplomats, spies and explorers. Ranky and tall, almost all holy striders carry minimal equipment, relying on nature, the kindness of strangers to help them, relying on their own know-how. Along with the shamanist tradition, Tauren brought the secrets of the holy strider to hordes, and its followers spread. The holy strider once ruled by Tauren is now
represented by trolls and, to a lesser extent, oaks and a handful of hidden swords. Now that they have been trained in diplomatic efforts, holy striders have become an important resource for any court in the hordes. It's very convenient to quickly communicate not only messages but also compelling messengers to their destinations. If the message is not well
accepted, holy striders will soon have a way to get rid of themselves from the situation. Sometimes called spies, the Holy Strider claims that they are just collecting information for their employers. The Holy Strider is well respected among the hordes. They are not spellcasters, but they say that learning the environment is inspired by something that is nothing
but God. Thrall himself adopts four: two oaks, one troll, one tauren. Rumor has it that he is looking for a neutral St. Strider to go through horde negotiations with other races more smoothly, but there are currently no holy striders outside the hordes. Kean Bradhoff has adopted only Tauren, paying homage to the long legacy of the Holy Strider. His attitude does
not suggest a secret mind, but K anne has not revealed the number of holy striders he hires.The orcs followed Tauren's lead and recorded the farthest place each St. Strider traveled. Hordes create their own maps of Karim d'Or based on their holy strider reports and it rewards them well. It is not difficult for a holy strider to receive a job, whether he is a noble
lord or a goblin merchant. She will only bear the letter confirming her longest run, and most employers will be satisfied. Holy Striders generally work 1st, but they serve as exemplary party leaders with natural charm and diplomatic skills. Their generous manners allow them to speak the party from tense situations and they will certainly help to quickly check out
dangerous areas. Karim d'Or for Holy Striders does not have an intensive training centre, but most major cities have an apprenticeship program. Often, the holy strider, who is injured or past her heyday, will train some new recruits. Disciples approach mentors with great honor and respect because they hope to one day be as great as the people who have
seen the different corners of the world. Those who take up the mantle of the Holy Strider are never incessant curiosity - those who will never be satisfied with standing in front of the next hill. She must always see what comes next. Her eclectic skills turn her into a rounded character. Holy striders can cover vast distances by meditating during running. Her
meditation moves her mind to the ground under her feet and she coaxes it to fold into itself while she is running. This effect works only for the Holy Strider itself. No party member can benefit from these abilities. Meditation cannot be used during combat. After settling down to a comfortable and meditating run (1-1/2 times her walking speed), the Holy Strider
can begin to manipulate the terrain below her. This allows her to run at twice her maximum run speed while managing to maintain a simple run. She can keep this for a few hours before she becomes tired, and must stop running the folds. For the observer, she looks unnaturally moving with a long stride or jump. Holy Strider can't attack and keep running.
While folding the mountain, the Holy Strider can run at her normal running speed up and down any grade below 90 degrees as if it were 45 degrees. If she fails, her meditation will end and she will have to do a climb check to find something to grab on, otherwise she will fall. Once she has mastered the solid land, the Holy Strider can reach under the sea of the
sea, fold them, and create a solid foothold. After achieving the required meditating state, she moves only at normal running speed, but runs across the water. If she stops her meditation, she falls into the body of water. If she take damage while folding the sea, she will do a concentration check or her meditation will end and she will fall into the water. The Holy
OneWishing to enter the room with a flare, she can easily get the attention of the person she likes with the power of her personal charm. She is a powerful negotiator and no one can match her persuasive skills. The work of the Holy Strider is Part Scout, Part Diplomat, Part Spy. Her job is to arrive at the destination as soon as possible and meet or spy on her
target. She is highly trained, but sometimes things don't go as expected. In such cases, the holy strider must rely on her skills to get out of the situation as quickly, efficiently and safely as possible. Holy Striders can use shadow melds as spell-like abilities. Note: It's not clear which class is the holy strider, but hunters (in Tauren's case) are likely to be the most
likely candidates. +————————————————+ Racial relations +———————————————— + Tahlen first encountered a slar horde of orcs, and Tahlen recognized the orcs as spiritual brothers. Other races do not share such a similar outlook in the world, and both race shamans met frequently to discuss the issue of the spirit world. Tauren
allied with Oak from a shared vision, one of a collection of allies that continue to protect each other well. Tauren sees Oak and Trolls as potential friends to welcome, but they rarely trust abandoned in places where they put their feet over nods. Tauren also has no bad will on members of the alliance unless they make exceptions for high erphs but are
threatened by them. The magic stain of the spirit of the high erph is the toxic air to Tauren, the stench of the soul they can't bear for a long time. The erph at night is the exact opposite. Tauren sometimes sees them in awe and fear. Taulen and the night erph have coexisted in Karim d'Or for centuries, and Tauren has long seen Cardrey as the mythical race of
Demi gods. Tauren has a very close relationship with orcs where they share a similar culture. Kean is also a very close friend with Sler. They are not too excited about the presence of Thunder Bluff's breakthrough, which unfortunately tolerates for their alliance. Tauren focuses on the value of life, and abandoned life stands as a prelunittion to their beliefs.
Tauren, like Mani Winterhoff, pitifuls them. There is tauren who wants to cure the forsake like the elder council. But in general, Tauren gets along well with oaks, and trolls are almost the same. Distrust of Dark Spears knows that they have recently abandoned voodooism and cannibalism. Race relations play a very important role in Tauren's role play.
Understanding how your character reacts to other players and other races is a pretty priority, andThe part that determines which faction gains a reputation. + ———————————————— + Occupation + ———————————————— + for serious role players, sometimes it will be a decision based on tradition even to choose a profession. Some
suitable choices include: Herbalism: Tauren is a respected cultivator and herbalist. Leatherwork: Animal hideouts are to be used for clothing and other necessary products. Alchemy: The use of collected herbs to make goods for collectors. Mining is generally not a good choice because if you choose a profession based on role play, Tauren frowns on miners
to disturb the land. Along with this, the materials used in such professions are blacksmiths and jewelry crafts because they gather from mining. A fascinating profession may be a profession that is also seen in disgust because it uses esote so much power. I think it belongs somewhere in the state of herbs and alchemy, but the state of the unknown inscription.
+————————————————+ alignment +————————————————+ Yes, I am aware that one type of alignment is mentioned more than once. This is because these specific alignments may fit into one or more categories. Ultimately, it's up to you to decide which is best for your character based on his or her history, family, and lore class.
Good Alignment Legitimate Good: The best, legit good characters act on the side of goodness, righteousness and order. Warriors in honor of the Lord and the Church, priests dedicated to healing the miserable man - who cannot wait while others are suffering. They chase evil at the end of the world. Neutral Good: Finally the giveer will do what neutral good
characters can do to help them, working in law and confusion. But in the end they prefer their advice. Chaos Good: Downtrodden's hero, a chaotic and good character, does not care about the law or order, but just to do good. If they need to break the law to help others, they will do so without compromise. Neutral Alignment Legal Neutrality: The hatred of
confusion, the legitimate neutral character sticks to the letter of law, whether it is their personal rule code, the king's, or their religion. This character finds chaos as abominable as evil and does not bend their personal guidelines to help others if it contributes to chaos. Neutral Good: Finally the giveer will do what neutral good characters can do to help them,
working in law and confusion. But in the end they prefer their advice. True Neutral: The character in the middle of the road, the neutral character, it feels hard to fitOther distinctions. They do what seems to be a good idea, whether it flows with law or confusion, good or evil. Often followers and sometimes great leaders, they will rarely go against the group.
Neutral Evil: Neutral evil characters provide only their needs/terminations. They don't obey the law, but they don't drive towards chaos. Kill or steal as they think they are suitable for getting what they want. Chaos Neutral: A true individual, chaotic and neutral character praises his freedom more than anything else. They prefer to make their own way because
they don't want their connection to either good or evil to affect them. Most chaotic neutrals care nothing for the people of their group, have little or no loyalty, take care just for themselves. Legally aligned and legit good: the best, legit good character acts on the side of goodness, righteousness and order. Warriors in honor of the Lord and the Church, priests
dedicated to healing the miserable man - who cannot wait while others are suffering. They chase evil at the end of the world. Legitimate neutrality: hatred of confusion, legitimate neutral character, stick to the letter of law, whether it is their personal code of rules, their king's, or their religion. This character finds chaos as abominable as evil and does not bend
their personal guidelines to help others if it contributes to chaos. Legitimate evil: Being in power by systematically destroying others is a legitimate evil. Power comes through order, but one can be orderly about slaughtering innocence. Tradition is important, goodness is not important, but not goodness. Good in chaos and chaos: Downtrodden's hero, a chaotic
good character, not concerned about the law or order, but just to do good. If they need to break the law to help others, they will do so without compromise. Chaos Neutral: A true individual, chaotic and neutral character praises his freedom more than anything else. They prefer to make their own way because they don't want their connection to either good or
evil to affect them. Most chaotic neutrals care nothing for the people of their group, have little or no loyalty, take care just for themselves. Chaos and Evil: In the drive of pure hatred, chaotic evil characters will do whatever they can to achieve their goals. They are lawful, master, and inconsiderate. It's unlikely that you'll run down the street that kills your
innocence (chaotic evil doesn't mean stupid), but this character won't regret doing so. So.
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